dear friends

When Francis B. Ierardi founded National Braille Press in 1927, the goal was to promote “finger reading” and to assist the blind “…to become happier and better informed citizens of their communities” with braille. The support and momentum for braille has had some significant peaks and valleys in these past 83 years, particularly during the last two decades of the twentieth century when a braille literacy crisis emerged. In the past year, there have been a number of articles on the fight for braille, with authors debating—is braille literacy and is it facing extinction?

The debate will continue for quite some time because there are subjective definitions of what one defines literacy. Some people claim that having great communication skills is literacy. Others believe in a more traditional definition. As digital technology has increasingly shaped our society, the skills we need to function successfully have gone beyond reading, and the discussion about how to define literacy has come to include computer skills as well.

At National Braille Press we believe that braille is literacy for blind and visually impaired people. It provides the ability to read, spell, learn proper grammar and punctuation, and to lead a more independent life. There is also strong evidence that braille provides a greater opportunity to gain employment.

We also realize that braille isn’t the only solution in today’s fast-paced technological world—but it is a critical tool that helps blind people be truly independent. While screen readers and digital voice can be incredibly efficient and, in some cases, easier to use, there is no substitute for the ability to read and write.

Advocating for the path of least resistance is one of the threats to blind children becoming literate. In today’s competitive job market, blind people need access to all the tools that can help them be successful. NBP, braille readers and many educators know how important braille is to one’s future. We will continue to advocate for braille literacy and participate in the debate for decades to come. Stay tuned!

Brian A. Mac Donald
President

accomplishments

Celebrated the first accessible iPods with Anna Drester’s thorough look at all their features in the braille book, Using the Accessible iPod.

Offered, due to popular demand, Social Networking and You: Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn for Blind Users by Anna Drester.

Distributed 1,079 braille book bags to families of blind children through our ReadBooks! Because Braille Matters family outreach program, a 55% increase.

Cross-trained 6 staff to do finishing work for both the Collating and Bindery departments which reduced lead-time for completing jobs.

Hosted over 300 corporate and community volunteers to help assemble children’s print/braille storybooks.

Braille is Literacy

Partnered with the China Braille Press in a historic signing ceremony to create literacy tools to help reverse the decline of braille literacy worldwide.

Created for his 200th birthday, NBP’s Louis Braille Exhibit toured dozens of cities across the country, appearing in libraries, museums, nonprofit organizations, and universities.

Published by NBP, Mike Mellor’s award-winning biography, Louis Braille: A Touch of Genius, was translated and published in China, France, India, Japan, Korea, Poland, South Africa, and Sri Lanka.

The Workforce Investment Act of 1998 defines literacy as ‘an individual’s ability to read, write, speak in English, compute and solve problems at levels of proficiency necessary to function on the job, in the family of the individual and in society.’

According to Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, literacy refers to:
1) “able to read and write,” and
2) “versed in literature or creative writing...having knowledge or competence <computer-literate> <politically-literate>.”

All About Braille

Produced 11,000,000 pages of braille.

Expanded our selection of Bumpy Basics board books for blind pre-readers with 4 new titles.

Produced 12 new books as part of the Children’s Braille Book Club, with a focus on classics that included Madeleine and Hallowstones and Halibut Bones.

Center for Braille Innovation

Awarded Jeffrey Killebrew, a teacher at the New Mexico School for the Blind, the Touch of Genius Prize for Innovation for his exciting new teaching method for blind and visually impaired students that introduces spatial concepts such as linear math problems and measurement.

Developed an in-house Tactile Graphics Department resulting in an improved response time to requests for tactile graphics and our ability to produce large quantities of copies.

Created over 71,000 tactile graphics, primarily for tests and textbooks produced for blind schoolchildren nationwide.

Featured Tactile American Flags from The Kansas Braille Transcription Institute, to explore by touch the design of the stars and stripes.

Produced the book, Noah’s Ark, complete with a merry band of animals to touch, sculpted by tactile artist Ann Cunningham, along with a print/braille story and fun facts about the animals.

Modified an off-the-shelf educational toy, Chunky Puzzle Shapes - and offered the Giraffe Grasping Toy to help promote tactile, cognitive, and motor skill development.

Instructed 6 new braille transcribers of NBP’s in-house Braille Transcriber course who later became certified by the Library of Congress.

Renovated NBP’s historic building to create space for the Center for Braille Innovation and enhanced our ability to produce standardized tests in braille.

Received, for the first time, federal funding through a $200,000 appropriation in the Omnibus Bill sponsored by Senators Kerry and Kennedy for NBP’s Center for Braille Innovation.
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thank you donors

The publishing, information access, and outreach programs of National Braille Press depend substantially on philanthropic support.

Every person’s gift, whether $1 or $100,000, makes a significant difference in the lives of blind children and adults who benefit from the work of NBP.

The names listed below represent those individuals, corporations, and foundations who have made contributions through our annual campaign, gala, the Vision 5K and other ways, at the level of $50 or more during our Fiscal Year 2010: April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010. Our donors care about literacy for everyone – blind and sighted; and we are honored that a full 26 percent of our donors are braille readers who also benefit from our braille publications.

Every person’s gift, whether $1 or $100,000, makes a significant difference in the lives of blind children and adults who benefit from the work of NBP.

The names listed below represent those individuals, corporations, and foundations who have made contributions through our annual campaign, gala, the Vision 5K and other ways, at the level of $50 or more during our Fiscal Year 2010: April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010. Our donors care about literacy for everyone – blind and sighted; and we are honored that a full 26 percent of our donors are braille readers who also benefit from our braille publications.
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Braille for Life
Alliance Members
Thank you to these supporters and friends who have chosen to include NBP in their estate plan or through charitable gift options.
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